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Bring your work to life with the Autodesk Live Design
Workflow
Peter Marchese
Microdesk

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to easily take your Revit models into Stingray and Live
(previously Expo) for interactive walkthrough’s
Learn how to animate elements based on things like proximity or button presses
Learn how to light your scenes for better results
Be able to publish your scene and model to different platforms like pc, virtual reality
and mobile platforms

Description
Looking to take your presentations to the next level, but think it’s too much work? Wish there
was a better way to show your designs or make them interactive so your clients can really
understand the space or design? Then this session is for you.
We will go over how to use the Autodesk Live Design tools of Stingray and Live to easily bring
your Revit models into an interactive medium, on the desktop, in VR and even mobile. While
bringing AECO models into a game engine isn’t something that is new, one of the big problems
always came with the complexity of converting our BIM/ CAD data and maintaining any
materials we may have applied. These tools solve those issues and after a general overview of
what it does, and the pros and cons involved, you will know how to work with Autodesk Stingray
and Live to streamline the process and show how easy it is to take your designs into virtual
reality, or quickly create an explorable and rendered space.

Your AU Expert(s)
Peter is a Senior Technology Evangelist at Microdesk, specializing in assisting organizations
with implementing BIM processes and understanding and implementing new and upcoming
technologies to enhance coordination, and differentiate skills and offerings from competitors.
This has included working with national AECO firms providing on-site assistance, integrating
BIM into their design processes, custom training and content, and leading the process of
creating standards and workflows, as well as utilizing VR, cloud/ mobile tools, and UAV’s to stay
at the forefront of the industry. Prior to joining Microdesk, Peter worked at design firms working
on residential, institutional, liturgical and commercial projects. He has managed projects
throughout all phases including CD’s, field surveys, code and product research, specs, and
presenting to approval boards. Finished projects include several laboratory/research buildings,
residences, libraries, and movie theaters.
pmarchese@microdesk.com
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Intro
So the Live Design Workflow huh? What exactly is that? (I
imagine you’re asking) Well its two things really, part of it is that
one of the applications I’ll be working with is called Live, but the
main aspect of the ‘Live Design workflow’ is we are looking to
bring our creations to life by adding interactivity and ease of
access to our work.
We want to enable our designers to quickly and smoothly
navigate through a space and be able to see it fully rendered, we
want to have our clients experience a space before its built and
better understand the intent, we hope to use our models for more
than just documentation and take advantage of them for marketing, training and many other
purposes. That’s what the Live Design workflow accomplishes, and what I hope to demonstrate
and show you how to achieve on your own in this class.

So what tools can we use?
Well in general, there are a lot of tools out there that can help us get there,
and like any tool they all have their pros and cons. Game engines like
Unreal and Unity are well-known and can do great things with a Revit
model, but have some issues and hurdles when it comes to having a
smooth workflow with Revit updates or maintaining materials (or showing
them at all). Other tools like Revizto and IrisVR are great to navigate your
model or make the jump into VR painless, but can’t enable the additional
interactivity like we could get from a game engine.
The tools I’m focusing on for this course will cover both of those bases and have a workflow that
is smooth, both from the original Revit model and with each other. There’s also some additional
benefits to utilizing the Live tools to get to Stingray, like being able to access parameters from
the Revit file in the game engine for things like element selection.

So how far are we going to go?
Well in this course we are going to look to become educated in the workflow, and able to
replicate much of it as well. One of the great things about Live is that it is very user friendly, so
you’ll be fully comfortable with that application after this. With that said though, you shouldn’t
expect to become an expert in Stingray by the end, there’s just not enough time to achieve that.
It’s a powerful tool, and if you have never used a game engine before, it can be very different
from our AEC design and documentation tools. We will look to produce a good understanding of
the tool, its interface and how we can take advantage of its features though, and this handout
will go a bit further in its use as it won’t be limited by the AU session’s time constraints.

So what will we be learning?
So the main learning objectives will be to bring our designs to life by starting with our Revit
model and then sending it to both Live and Stingray. From there we’ll review how to embellish
your designs with some animations and lighting to make it pop, and then review the ways to
share the results with others. We don’t want to hog the cool results all for ourselves now do we?
So without further ado, let’s get into it!
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The Live Workflow
So the first piece of the puzzle (don’t worry, it’s an easy puzzle) here is
Live. This is a presentation tool that makes the act of taking our models
into a fully rendered and interactive space very simple. Regarding Live
there are four components.
•
•
•
•

There’s the plugin for Revit, this is how we get our file setup for
viewing and navigating through to Live.
There’s the desktop editor application, this is where we can take the results from the
plugin and can navigate, set views and publish the results for others to view.
There’s the desktop viewer application where we can view the results from the editor.
This workflow would be similar to Navisworks manage and freedom, in that one is a paid
tool and the other is a free viewer.
And lastly there is the mobile viewer to allow you to navigate and present on a mobile
device.

Now this may seem like a lot but in reality the only bits you need are the Revit plugin and the
editor, and much of the workflow is intuitive. So let’s take a Revit model into Live!
The first thing is to pick the view that you would like to bring into Live, this is because whatever
you have on, or visible in the view will be sent to the Live environment (including linked files!).
It’s important to note that the view needs to be an orthographic 3D view, not a perspective or
plan type of view. Once you have chosen a view and confirmed your visibility settings, the
exporter dialog window will tell you if you need to modify or check anything prior to submitting
the model.
The things it checks for are if you have a
section box enabled, what the detail level
is set to, if any materials are not able to
be found, if you have a sun path /
location set, and if any linked files are of
a different Revit version. If your intent is
to have the section box slice your model
then you can leave that alone, and the
same for the detail level settings. If those
aren’t set to your liking though you can fix
those without needing to exit out from the
window. The only other thing you may
want to do is choose if you would like a
terrain model to extend to the horizon.
What this does is creates a grassy
surface that extends from an existing
topo out away from your model towards a
mountainous extent.
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NO EXTRA TERRAIN

TERRAIN EXTENDED TO THE HORIZON

Important tips:
project files that are on C4R (Collaboration for Revit) currently (as of Live V1.1)
need to be detached from the C4R service and run locally to work and be
processed by Live.
Content in linked files will publish to Live, but lights placed in linked models will
not function and give off light. Copying them to the main model is a current fix.

After correcting any issues and confirming your choices, you can save and go! This will start the
process of uploading your design to Autodesk’s cloud servers where the model will be
processed and the materials and other elements will be formatted for the Live tools. Once the
upload part of the process is complete you can close the Revit file and things will keep working
on Autodesk’s side. If you happen to shut down your computer, that’s fine too, as the only
impact is that you would need to download the file from the link in the email you will get noting
the file is ready, otherwise it will download on its own.

So now we have our prepared file, and it will be in a lvmd file format. This is a little important as
there are two kinds of formats live uses. Lvmd are the versions that can be opened in the editor
and tweaked, whereas .live files are the ones that have been published for the viewers to read.
Ill touch on where the zip part comes in a little later.
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So opening up the Live Editor we can open the lvmd file and that will allow us to start to
navigate and interact with our models. Just bear in mind that the first time you open a file it will
take a little bit, so try to open it up once prior to when you want to show it off to the client.
The interface you will see is pretty pared down to make it easy to navigate, and should you get
lost or have a question on it, the help button gives a nice review overlay of each of the tools and
shortcuts, a few of which Ill cover here.

Navigation
Moving around the model in Live is pretty easy and can be done in a few ways. Orbit allows us
to spin around our model, and similar to the old turntable mode in Navisworks we can start the
spin and let go of the left mouse button and the camera will continue to orbit until we interrupt it.
Clicking and holding the left mouse button will also allow us to look around and the scroll wheel
lets us zoom in and out while in the orbit mode. Views will display as little pins that can be
clicked, which will take you from place to place in your model. (these views can be created and
managed in the editor, and will also come from the exported Revit models 3D views) You can
also cycle through the files views via the arrows on either side of the file name too.
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Tap and go is the main method of navigating or walking through the model though. This method
lets you pick where you would like to go to via an ‘X’ on the model, and when you click it
navigates through the space to get there, opening doors and going up and down stairs and
ramps along the way. All of which, without us needing to do anything special.

Lighting
Lighting in Live has two main aspects, sunlight and model lights. The sunlight is based on the
location and true north setting from Revit, and can be managed via sliders for the time and date
via the sun button on the bottom of the screen, and lights from the model are turned on and off
via the ‘L’ shortcut. You can even see night views with the sun down and the stars out. I’m going
to guess the constellations are not correct for model location though, so don’t tell Dr. Tyson that.

BIM Data
One feature that many may don’t realize
they have in Live is the ability to query the
model elements. If you click on the info
button you aren’t looking to get info on the
software, its allowing you to then click on
model elements so you can see the
properties and information that was
placed in them in Revit. More on this
ability when we start to look at Stingray
workflows.
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VR
One of the big additions recently is the VR connection (currently in beta). This enables us to
quickly connect to a PC based VR headset, such as the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. Navigation in
there is managed via a format similar to the tap and go. You look with the headset where you
would like to go and then using a game controller you “teleport” to that location. This method of
navigation is used, rather than a first person shooter style “walking” method as it’s traditionally
been less likely to give users unfamiliar to VR or games motion sickness.

Publishing
Ok, so we like what we see, and perhaps we cleaned up some views or created a few new ones
for others to use and see the key points in our model and navigate the site. Now we can publish
the model for the viewers to be able to use and that’s done via the ‘hamburger’ button in the
upper left of the window. From there we choose what platform are we publishing for, the PC
viewer or the iOS viewer? After that it will create a .live file for us to share with others. For the
PC the file size is likely to be too large to share via email but small enough that any cloud
sharing service will suffice. The iOS option also has the ability to be shared via iTunes drag and
drop connection as well as an “open with” style method from a cloud storage or sharing solution.

Important tip:
remove excess points of view prior to sending to iPad. Models with a large
amount of them can have performance issues.
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Once the file is in the viewer, you will find that the interface and navigation is essentially the
same as the editor, including the ability to change the date and time for the sun and shadows,
connect to a VR headset (PC), and query the models elements. It’s been designed to make
sure any user is able to just pick up and go as far as exploring and interacting is concerned, and
I think it’s been pretty successful.

Stingray
Ok, so getting into and using Live was really nice and easy. How about
Stingray? Well that’s really going to depend on a few things. If your
background is primarily AEC and you have never used a game engine,
dynamo or programmed before, it’s probably going to seem daunting for a
bit. Don’t worry though as it’s not as hard as it may initially seem, it’s just
different. There are many similarities in Stingray to tools you probably
already use and we are going to focus on a few of those to get you up and
running as smoothly as possible. So first things first though, let’s go over
what Stingray is and how to get our design models into it.
So to start, a little background, Stingray is a game engine. If you’ve used or heard of Unreal,
Unity, Cryengine, etc. then you’re likely familiar with them. If not, think of Stingray as a sandbox.
A sandbox is place to let our imaginations run free and build things. If you want to build
something you can walk around in, great. If you would rather make something to showcase
different options and use for training or coordination that’s fine too. Just because it’s called a
game engine doesn’t mean we have to make games, it’s just a powerful and flexible tool that
we’ll be using it to make our models more interactive, believable, fun, educational, profitable,
etc. It’s really up to you and how you use it.
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So how do we get our content to it? Pretty easily actually, for our purposes here there are three
methods; direct Revit fbx exports to Stingray, import though Max/ Maya, or via Live process.
We’ll go over each in turn, but first, let’s get a little acquainted with Stingray so we know what
we’re looking at.

Using Stingray
So lest start with the basics, opening Stingray. Now technically yes you could start by just
clicking on the link for stingray but this may in fact cause you some issues. The reason this is, is
because like Revit, you can move forward in versions similar to Revit but cannot save back in
Stingray. Additionally, what many people may not realize is that when they install a new update
it doesn’t always overwrite or just update the old version. If it’s a significant update, it installs as
a new version, alongside the old one. This is why we typically want to launch Stingray via the
Stingray Launcher. This gives us a place to choose which version we want to be working in,
check and see if there are updates and view some of the great learning and general content that
is available.
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Once we have chosen our version and launched Stingray we still don’t end up directly in it. We
arrive at a screen that is asking us to either open an existing file, or choose which template we
would like to start with.

Important tips:
there is a tab here to download example projects that are useful for testing,
and understanding how things work and are done in Stingray.
deleting a project here will remove it from the Stingray project list, but not from
the computer.

After choosing to open a project here we will now be brought into the main screen and it should
bring up a getting started window, I’d recommend that you go through some of these to really
get comfortable, but if you close it and later want to bring it back there is a green learning button
in the upper right hand corner of Stingray that will take you to the web learning center where you
can get rolling with the tutorials.

Interface Intro
Overall the interface is very flexible and pretty similar to Navisworks in terms of layout and how
we can tweak things. You can move tabs around, group them together, dock and undock them
and choose to view multiple views of the project at once, which makes it easy to set the
program up to work the way you need, with the information or tools that you need easily
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accessible. Adding new windows or tabs are easy too, you can either click on the ‘+’ symbol
next to other tag groups or you can select the tool you need from the Window pulldown. While
it’s not currently possible to save different ui states, you can reset things back to the default
from the window pulldown if there’s an issue or things get too crazy. There’s a few parts of the
interface that we want to focus on a little though to ensure we have our bearings, and first up is
our go-to for manipulating and previewing.

Autodesk Wiki UI Overview

The toolbar is where we have our main controls for manipulating elements in our level as well as
the controls to preview and test the current level. These controls are also going to be to the left
of where you have the Level Viewport tab.
The viewport tab is the 3d view of our level we are working on. It’s possible to have multiple
viewport windows, or to divide the single window into 4 quadrants with different views displayed.
It’s also possible to modify the view’s settings in the upper left corner of the view, similar to how
we might in 3D Max. This lets us change between different cameras or focus on different
aspects of our elements like materials, lighting or status for instance.
Next up we have the Level Flow tab. This will look familiar to those who have used The Max
Creation tool, Dynamo or Grasshopper a bit as it’s a graphic method of programming a scene or
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game. While you can write and work in code (lua) in Stingray there is also the opportunity to
avoid most of that by using Flow. Say you want to create the ability to change materials on an
element with a button press, use Flow, set elements to react based on proximity, Flow etc.
While not all aspects of the program are available to Flow, much of it is and can be accessed
here. You can even save and import the flow states between levels and projects as well.
The Create tab is where we can work with all the premade components in Stingray. This
includes physical objects like basic forms of planes or cubes, as well as elements like new
cameras and ‘helper’ elements where we would place objects for audio or to trigger actions.
While the Create tab is where we get our standard components, the Asset panel is where we
can manage all the project specific files and elements. This will include all the models, materials
and anything else that we are going to work with in the project. When you start the project there
will be a few folders already created there, and we will create a few more to ensure an
organized project. What you will also note is that the file structure shown here is the same as
what we would see when we use windows explorer and navigate to the projects directory.
So once you have your elements placed in your project, you
can use the Explore panel to manage their visibility in the
level viewport. It’s important to note though that there are two
ways to use this tab. The default method is the explorer view.
This will show you the objects that are placed in the level
broken down into groups by the kind of elements they are.
You can also right click on those entities to open up some
additional abilities. The other method of using the Explorer tab is in Layers mode. You can get
there by typing L, and E to switch back and forth or by using the little button on the upper right
corner of the tab. When in Layer mode you can create your own method of organizing your
levels content, and also hide and freeze objects easily. Additionally, you can use the search and
filter functions in the explorer tab to more easily find the elements that you are looking for.
Ok, so we have our objects in the level, and now we know where to find them. Well just like in
Revit and Navisworks, the Property Editor window is where we can both see and modify the
properties of the elements in our level. If we want to change the color, size or other information
of something, either already placed in the projects level, or just residing in the asset browser,
this is where we would go.
So those are the main parts of Stingray that we will be using, definitely not the only ones though
and Ill introduce a few others as we get further along.

Getting Started?
Ok, so let’s go through the process of setting up a simple project. First thing we will want to
determine is which template we want to start with as each has some different scripts and setup
in place to work off of. We also could use one of the sample files to build upon as well, but for
the purposes of this example I’m going to go with the basic template. If I had been thinking
about going to VR though I would make sure to choose one of those instead, as they make
getting started much easier.
So once we get our project started and compiled for the first time, we are placed in the projects
initial level. Levels in games tend to be a place where we can break up our ideas or spaces.
This may be to manage size or to manage different options or designs, but it’s not automatically
tied to a buildings levels. For instance, if we wanted to show a client 2 different design options
for a project, we could have both sets of geometry in one level that we switch between via key
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presses, or we could separate them as two levels that we switch between via a menu. One way
to think about levels is akin to separate files in the same project as opposed to putting
everything in one file. Like many things there isn’t a clear right or wrong method to do this, but
you do want to think about how you will be managing and navigating your content beforehand if
possible.
So with our new level we can start to look around. Navigating the level is pretty easy, although it
will be a little different from what we are used to. We can use the middle mouse button for
panning around the Level Viewport, and the scroll wheel will zoom in and out, if you don’t have
a scroll wheel you can use the alt key and right button. The left button handles selecting while
the right button allows us to look around. Now if you hold down the right button you can then
use the wasd keys to navigate the space, with the shift key coming in to speed things up if
needed. While we don’t have a view cube here, we do still have some zoom extents ability. If
you type ‘A’ that will focus on all elements, essentially a zoom all. Then if you have something
selected you can hit ‘F’ which will zoom into the object you have selected.

Important tips:
when looking for an element in the level, using the explorer tab along with the
‘frame selected’ zoom is very useful (F key)
To keep an element’s properties in view regardless of what’s selected, click on
the lock icon at the top left of the Property Editor tab

Since we started with a basic template we already have some elements in our level, so
we can give it a quick test run by clicking on the green arrow in the toolbar. This lets us
hop in and give our level a dry run, we can see if the things we are building look the way
we want and works the way we want. Based on this template we can use a game
controller or the wasd keys to navigate, as well as use the F2 key to switch back and
forth between a fly through mode or a walking with gravity mode, similar to what we
might do in Navisworks. Once we are done we just have to hit escape and we are back
to editing our level.
Editing of the elements in the level can be done in a few ways. To move and manipulate
elements inside of Stingray, we can utilize the transform tools on the Level Viewpoint
toolbar. One thing to note is that several of the tools have a small triangle on the bottom
right corner of the icon, these tools have multiple settings or usages that you can trigger
by activating the tool multiple times or by holding down the lift button when clicking them.
An example is that of the select tool, if you click on the tool you can cycle between
window select and crossing selection. Additionally, you can use the ctrl key to select
multiple elements, as well as remove elements from the selection set.
The move, rotate and scale tools work as you might expect with an alternate function
you can activate by clicking the tool a second time to switch between local and world
coordinates when editing. You’ll notice the color of the icon will change to alert you of
this.
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Importing Content
So now that we are ok with the controls and know what we have to start with, let’s start bringing
in some of our Revit content. Now you may want to start by just exporting from Revit and
importing it direct to Stingray. While that is possible, we would end up with the same issues we
would using other game engines, in that the materials don’t come along with the geometry and
we are left with an all-white model. When we bring Max, Maya or Live into the mix though, we
are able to maintain our materials, as well as other benefits.
Once we bring our Revit model into Max, either via an fbx export or the suite workflow tools we
have two options. We can just export from max to fbx and then import to Stingray or we can
take advantage of the Stingray – Max tools to do so. Both will maintain the standard materials of
our elements. One of the things we will want to do though is manage the way we export to
Stingray. What I mean is we likely don’t want to just export the whole model as one big object.
Breaking it up into smaller parts will make it easier to manage and manipulate in the long run as
we add interactivity to it. There’s also some great examples of best practices for exporting to
fbx, and setting up models for import.
Now while exporting to fbx is one way to do it, there are some
great tools available that create an actual connection between
Max (or Maya) and Stingray. The DCC Link (digital content
creation) not only grants us the ability to send content back and
forth between the two programs, but it also can link the views
between the two programs to augment the workflow and make it
easier to see the elements we are working with in context. Once
you have the link setup (see appendix) you just have to tell max to
connect and you’re all set to send all or just the selected geometry
to your project.
Another option for getting our content to Stingray is via Live. The reason we might want to go
from Live to Stingray is that while Live is great for viewing, adding animated elements or
customizations is not something that’s supported in the Live editor as of yet. But we can do
those things in Stingray and then publish them back out to Live to have them accessible in the
viewers. We also benefit from the Live publishing process. This takes care of materials and
units, as well as brings in Revit element parameter data in Stingray this way.
So for this to work we need to take one of the .lvmd files and extract some content from it. For
that to happen we either need to open it in 7zip, or rename the file to be a .zip file format. From
there we can open the file and extract the project out. After you have extracted the project out,
rename the folder to remove any special characters, so no periods or other symbols or Stingray
may run into issues. Underscores are ok though.
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After that we can either open the whole export as an existing project into Stingray, or we can
bring it into an existing project. To do that, copy the data folder into the root of the existing
project, and either overwrite or merge the global.physics.properties with the one from the live
file. And keep in mind that if we plan on bringing our work back to Live, we currently need to
work in Stingray version 1.2x
With some content in our project we can start to lay out our level. Levels are a building block of
our experience, when using it for visualizations they tend to be used to break things down to
manage both the file size or the content being viewed. When we import content or geometry into
a project, that content can be used in multiple levels. While all levels will share some underlying
settings and layout, they all can be completely different in terms of what is displayed, much like
a video game.
To bring our loaded content into a level we can either drag and drop from the asset browser, or
select it in the asset browser and then use the place tool to locate the element where we would
like. If we aren’t sure what an element is in the asset browser, we can check what it looks like in
the asset preview window before placing it.

Fly Through’s
With some content in the level we can look at adding some features now. The first one will be a
short fly through. This will be done with the Story Editor (in the window pulldown) and will be
similar to creating walkthroughs or animations in Max or Navisworks. What it boils down to is we
will create a story and select the things that we would like to animate or manipulate. This could
be objects or settings, but in this case it will be a camera.
First things first, we will place a camera in the space. Once we have
that placed we will set the screen up so we can see the view from the
camera. Clicking on the boxes in the upper right corner of the viewport
lets us see multiple views, and we can set one of these to the new
camera. Now when we change the location or direction we can ensure
the target of our attention is framed correctly.
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Once we have that set we can select the camera, and then in the Story Editor we will create our
story. When the LIVE button is red that means we can edit and work on our story, if it is grey,
(as it is in the image below) you can think of the story as frozen. Still accessible to the project,
but not editable.
From here editing the story is similar to other animation tools in that we are going to create key
frames that lock in positions or settings, and then the program will interpolate how to get from
key to key based on the time and direction we have placed between them. So we will place our
time in the story editor where we want the next key to be, then we will move the element in the
model where we would like it to be, then we save the key, and repeat till we have the first pass
down. After that we can hit the play button and see what it looks like and then edit the individual
keys and positions as needed.
For a better understanding of how all this looks you can display the curve editor to see and edit
how the speed and angle for each key are defined.

There are a few things to keep in mind though. When editing the key frame points, you can lock
the axis you are editing with the shift and ctrl keys. You can also window select to grab more
than one at a time. Just be careful when windowing, as it’s easy to crab more than you want and
edit things like the scale, so ensure you are not accidently grabbing extra points. Additionally, it
is possible to remove parameters from the story to avoid accidentally changing things you want
to leave alone.
Also, navigating the storyline can be confusing at first, the scroll wheel works as a zoom like
normal, but to pan you’ll need to hold down the alt key when pressing the middle button.
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One other thing, when rotating an element here, you may notice that rather than just rotating 90
degrees one direction, it seems to go all the way around. This is due to the way Stingray reads
the angles. When we look at the curve editor we can see that it tries to keep everything in a
360-degree arc centered on 0. So it tries to keep rotation data in the +180 to -180 range. In the
example below, rather than going to -203, it chose to go to 157 which caused it to over rotate.
It’s easy enough to update and fix, but it can be annoying and is something to be aware of when
setting up a camera for stories.

YOU CAN SEE THE ANGLE STINGRAY USES ON ITS
OWN, WHERE IT JUMPS TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
ANGLES

THIS ONE SHOWS THE SAME END RESULT OF THE VIEW,
BUT WITH A DIFFERENT ANGLE TO AVOID SPINNING THE

°

CAMERA 360 ALL THE WAY AROUND

Level Flow
Ok, so we created a story to manipulate the camera, but how can we activate it? This is where
the Level Flow comes in. While there are some aspects of Stingray that will require a little
coding, (don’t worry this is in the appendix) the Flow tools enable us to create rules and
graphically program much of what we need. Those comfortable with Dynamo or Grasshopper
should be comfortable with this toolset.
So for starters let’s get the story we just created
set to start when we hit the ‘p’ key on our
keyboard. The graphic to the right shows what we
want to end up with, and we can start adding
nodes by right clicking and choosing the group
we want to pull from. The search window in the
upper corner only looks through already placed
nodes, but by pressing tab you can search
available nodes to place. To make this easier
though, the components we want are in the
following places:
Level Unit – Data
Set Active Camera – Camera
Level Loaded – Event
Keyboard Button – Input
Level Story - Level
This example is mostly us connecting a few pieces together, the main choices we have here is
what keypress we want to use, and to pick the name of the camera and story that we have
created and want to assign to this flow. In my case, the name of the camera I am setting for the
camera is called Walkthrough, and the story is creatively called…. Story.
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One feature that can make it easier to find what you need to
connect to though is if you may notice that when you click on a
connector from a node and then click on the background, it will
show you what kinds of nodes you can connect it to. This helps
get acquainted with where nodes are. Additionally, you can
create custom notes with some code to do more and make
some workflows easier. One of the other examples in the
Appendix goes over this.
So now that we have that together let’s test it and see if it works. Back to the Level Viewport and
clicking on the ‘Test Level’ tool we can see if clicking on the keyboard works or not. If it doesn’t,
we can check the Log Console tab to see if it tells us what the issue is. This is similar to the
windows event viewer so be prepared for a lot of info, but if there are materials not displaying or
things are failing this is the place to look to get a clue as to why.

Lighting
So the last thing before we publish this for others to see, is to set up our environment and
lighting. While there’s a lot of little pieces that can influence this, overall this is going to come
down to three kinds of elements, the camera in use, our level entity, and the lights we have in
the scene.
For the camera in use, there are some properties that let us
change how our view handles lighting as well as more basic
settings like its type being perspective or orthographic. For
example, this is where we would manage our views view range.
So lights or other elements can be managed by their distance.
Running through the test level we should be able to get an idea of
how far we need to be able to see to make it work so we can cull
out elements that are unnecessary.
Regarding our views lighting and rendering though, it has a
checkbox here for something called Beast. We’ll touch back on
that in a few tough, as it is a setting that relates to how our view is
rendered and how materials can be handled.
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The next piece, the level entity, is essentially the levels
environment and shading settings that new levels get as a helper.
It contains much of the overall settings of our levels look and feel,
like the look of the sky and shadow settings.
The settings we can start with are the skydome intensity and
shadow settings. By tweaking the intensity and tints we can
modify the overall look and feel of the scene pretty easily, and the
shadow settings can ensure they display from the distance we
need to read correctly. As you get more comfortable, we can
move into creating our own skydomes as they are not as difficult
as they might seem.
Lastly, the light sources we have to work with when we start will
be the ones from the template and any lights that have come
along with the Revit files from Max. These lights fall into 4
categories of lights. The directional lights will act as our sun
source. Spot lights shine their light from a specific point in a cone
shape, while the omni-directional lights shine in all directions from
a central point. Lastly there are box lights that simulate light
moving in parallel rays from the inner face of the box. This can
create sharp edges but can be good in situations where you want to mimic light coming through
something like a window.
With lights, one of the things you have to consider is that they can add complexity with the
amount of reflections and shadows that the game has to render from frame to frame. With that
said though, one of the things we can do is pre bake the lighting in the scene. This can help by
reducing the amount of work your computer needs to do with the light in each frame, it also can
allow for more accurate and realistic shadows. Baking does use more memory when loading the
textures each time you run the game, and depending on how big your scene is and how high
you have things set to, can take a looong time to run.
So how can we bake the lights? Well the command to do it is near
the bottom of the Window pull-down. But before we do that we need
to get things setup for it, which brings us back to that Beast setting
we saw earlier. For baking lights, we have two options on how
to handle this in Stingray. To use the Beast engine or a new
beta version that is a part of Stingray. Both have their pros and
cons, and require some things to be setup beforehand to get
the most from them.
For example, all elements that you wish to have the light baked
to will need to have a secondary UV set, and each light that you
have in a scene can be defined to be included in the bake or
not. While that may sound like a lot of work it’s really not, as
some of that can be automated.
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Publishing Our Work
So once we have our model to a point where we want to run
it outside of Stingray we will publish it to a platform of our
choice using the Deployer tab.
This tool lets us take our work and ensure that it can run on
its own, but not just on pc’s. We can publish this to work on
some game consoles as well as mobile devices for Android
and iOS.
For the PC version we need to pick our destination for the
files and give it a title. That’s about it for general usage. We
can then zip up and send the resulting folder to someone and
they can run it. The only requirement is they have the DirectX
End-User Runtimes installed. If there’s a concern that they don’t we can package all of that into
an installer that includes them.
If we aim to deploy things for the mobile platforms we will need to take care of a few other things
prior to this step. That includes downloading the SDK and developer tools for Android or having
access to a mac for the iOS deployment.
If we want to publish our work back to the Live viewer we can do that too. The process for that
currently is taken care of in windows explorer and is essentially the opposite of what we did to
bring it to Stingray from Live. Note that currently this will only work if we used Stingray 1.2x to
do our work, though this is expected to change in the future.
What we need to do is take the project folder in the data folder and then copy that back into the
.lvmd file and replace the old one. From there we should be able to open the file back up in Live,
it will recompile it, which can take a little time but that’s it. You can now use Live to display your
work. Just note that not all the aspects of Stingray will be accessible in Live.

Next steps
So things look awesome, we can navigate and create some basic
animations and interactions with our models and everything’s rainbows
and unicorns right? Well for the most part everything should go well but
like anything there’s always a few things to keep an eye on or be aware
of.
As we said at the start, this session isn’t going to make you a Stingray expert. I’m hoping to get
the ball rolling and give you an idea of how the tools work together and show how easy it can
be. I do want to mention a few things we haven’t touched on though so you are aware of them,
as they are good things to move to next.
I mentioned earlier how we might want to have a menu to choose where we would like to go in
our project, that can be accomplished with a program called Scaleform that comes with
Stingray. Take a look at some of the educational example projects and you can see what we
can do with it, but if you would like to have a user interface in your layout that’s the way to go.
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For our navigation we just worked with the default tools in the template we chose, but Stingray
has some great navigation features that can either mark elements as something you can go
through or not, as well as settings for AI characters. So if you want to make your world look
vibrant and place entourage around to fill it up as well as interact with it, you can use the
navigation tools to lay out paths and set up waypoint finding.
Lastly there is the unit editor. What this allows us to do is have more control over individual
objects, and be able to manipulate them outside of the level editor. It also has its own flow tools
that you can apply to the units. A simple way to look at this would be editing a family (unit)
outside of the project (level) for Revit.

Wrap-up
So what did we just do?
The end result of all this is I hope you have an idea of what the
Live workflow is and what it can achieve. We went over two
main paths that you can take with it, one showing an option that
requires a minimum amount of work or stress and another that
takes more effort but also opens up more abilities and benefits.
These tools enable us to easily have not just beautiful
environments, but spaces that are interactive and engaging.
They enable a user to become more invested and understating of a space, like its look, scale
and usage. Thus expanding the idea of building it virtually before its real to avoid issues to
experiencing it virtually before its real to fully understand.
A great way to start this process is to look at it step by step. Start with Live and interact with
your models that way for a bit as you get comfortable and then bridge to Stingray as your needs
develop and you desire more features or interactivity.
I’d like to thank you for your time and hope I’ve helped a bit, and would be glad to answer any
questions you have.

The “Too long, didn’t read” version
The Live workflow is essentially the workflow to take your Revit models and make them easily
interactive and more immersive by taking them into Autodesk Live and/ or Stingray. You also
have the ability to work with Max and/ or Maya as well to help punch things up.
The workflow lays out the process to get the models you want, into the other tools and how to
add the interactivity you would like while maintaining an easy route for updates without losing
work.
And, it’s awesome….
and aLive
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Appendix
Setting up the Stingray/ 3D Max DCC Plugin
To use the DCC Link you first have to install it, and while that’s pretty easy you may run into an
issue here and there in the process.
First thing first, you can find the installer for the plugin here:
C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Stingray\VERSION NUMBER\extras
StingrayDCCLink.msi
After running that you should have the plugin installed in 3D Max, you’ll just need to confirm the
installed path for 3D Max in the Stingray editor settings.
While getting it installed was simple, there may be times where you will go into Max and find
that the Stingray tab is visible, but all the commands in it are greyed out. When this happens we
can fix this by manually reloading the plugin. Just go to the Max plugin manager and right click
to load the dlu file. You can find this here:
C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\StingrayDCCLink_APPLICATION AND
VERSION.bundle\Contents\plugins

IF YOUR PULL DOWN LOOKS
LIKE THIS, THEN YOU NEED TO
RELOAD THE PLUGIN

Alternatively, we can copy the files into the default Max plugin folder as well.

The programming bits to know about when starting
For this class we didn’t spend any time on the programming aspect of Stingray, but there are a
few things that you should know about, even for first time users.
Setting the resolution
If you have some great monitors where you work, you might not like the resolution that Stingray
is outputting to by default. If you would like to change this from 1280 x 720, double click on the
settings file in the projects root of the asset browser. You can type in the resolution that you
would prefer the testing and publishing to work towards. Once you have changed it, save the file
and then save the project. Once you close and re-open the project, it will use the new settings.
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Setting the level to publish
As you are developing your project, you may have created a few levels to test ideas or practice
skills. When you go to publish though, Stingray is going to default to the initial level or the main
menu depending on the template you start with. To set the level that you want it to use, go to
the script\lua folder. In there, open the project file and we will make a little change.

Go to the line circled above and comment out the menu line, and change the level name listed
to the name of the level that you would prefer it to publish. When changed it should like this:
Project.level_names = {
\\
menu = "content/levels/main_menu",
basic = "content/levels/other level name"
}
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Level Flow Examples
Toggling visibility for an element
This example is pretty basic and is
curerntly tied to just one element.
What its doing is taking in either a
keyboard or game controller input
and using that to toggle the visibility
of the Level Unit.
The key things to know here are
that this only deals with the objects
visibility. Meaning if this was tied to
a floor, the floor would disappear,
but you wouldn’t fall through the
floor. The element is still there in the
game space.

Toggling materials for an element
This one is a little more complex but still nothing crazy. Whats going on is we have three
different materials that we are going to cycle between. The cycling is achieved by setting a
number for each button press assigne to this procedure. When the button is pressed, it ups the
number and then moves to the next line in the order, changing the material.
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One key difference here from the previous example though is that this flow has a custom node.
If you go looking for the set unit material in your Stingray you wont find it, so you need to create
it.
This is pretty easy actually, go to the script folder and open the global file there. What we are
going to do is create our custom flow node here. The code for this is below:
{
name = "Set Unit Material"
args = {
unit = "unit"
slot_name = "string"
material = {
type = "resource"
extension = "material"
}
}
function = "ProjectFlowCallbacks.set_unit_material"
category = "Project"
}
Also note that the last part there is category, this tells you where you will find the node in the
Flow editor to select and place it.
Triggering an event by proximity
The lua for this is very similar to the ones we have already made and
just requires one element to be placed in the model and setup for it to
work. In fact, this example just replaces the button presses we used
earlier to turn things on and off and uses a trigger volume
So for the geometry part of this one, we will place a trigger element in
the level. You can find these in the create tab under misc. these are
drawn by holding down the left button to place the element in plan and
after you let go you set the height. Don’t worry though, you can edit
and adjust this after the fact too. Once you have your trigger placed, go
into its properties and set the template to be a character
trigger. This lets Stingray know you want this to react to your
walking into this space, like if you were to get close to a door
for example.
After that we use the Trigger node and tell it when to be
enabled, in this case at the level start. Then we set the trigger
geometry to the shape call of the node. After that we string it
up like the other examples and we’re all set!
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Copying content between projects and levels
Once you get a few good Level flows setup, you may want to copy them around your projects or
levels, or even build up a library for the more complex flows.
While it’s not readily apparent how to do this, it’s easy once you know how. All you have to do is
select the nodes in the level flow that you would like to save/ export, and then copy them to the
clipboard.

After that you just need to paste them into a text file. Then when you want to bring it into another
project or level you would copy the text and then just paste into the Level Flow and you’re all
set.
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Glossary
Throughout this document there may be some terms that are not common to a typical AEC
workflow. To make things a little easier I’ve broken some of these down below:
Assets
All your imported assets appear in the Asset Browser. They can be almost anything:
a simple material or texture, audio files, or even a complete, prefabricated game object (known
as a “prefab”).
Baking
Baking is something that can be done to lights in a project to make it easier on the rendering
engine. Essentially you can think of lighting as one of two things, dynamic or baked. If the light
is dynamic, its being rendered in real time. This is good for things that are likely to be moving or
may change as your scene adjusts. For example, if you want to animate the sun and see how
its shadows changed over a day, that would be Dynamic. Baked can be thought of as you do a
render, and then merge the lighting and shadows of the chosen light sources with the elements
that they are cast on. This can make the game run smoother as it has less to do in each frame.
Also baking can sometimes look better as the shadows and effects in a bake can be more
accurate than what is possible during real time of the game.
Game Objects / Units
A game object is a basic element that exists in the project and is represented visually in 3D.
They can be used to prototype levels as basic forms, used as triggers or markers to activate
events. Think of a game object as an empty cooking pot, and components as different
ingredients that make up your recipe of game play.
Levels
Levels are essentially the building blocks of a game. When using a game engine for
visualization we don’t necessarily need more than one if it’s not too complex, but if you create
something you want to break up into smaller chunks or divide up to illustrate specific things then
we will do so with separate levels, and likely create a menu to switch between them.
LOD or Level of Detail
This is similar to what we would do in BIM projects. Think of it this way, if you are far from an
object, an LOD of 200 would be fine as you wouldn’t be able to make out the details from a LOD
500 element. This is basically the ability to have multiple levels of an element that display based
on a rule, usually distance or desired resolution to ensure the program isn’t trying to render
more than it needs.
Mapping:
Within the context of this class it can refer to one of two things: taking either a material or a
texture and placing it on an element’s surface for the purpose of rendering, or for the purpose of
telling the system what should happen when a button is pressed.
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Links
Autodesk’s Stingray Quickstart Playlist
Great place to start for more info and tutorials on Stingray
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_6ApchKwjN9mPXtRhL5za_KINjqbWaGV
Stingray Hotkeys/ Shortcuts
http://help.autodesk.com/view/Stingray/ENU/?guid=__stingray_help_getting_started_hot
keys_html
http://help.autodesk.com/view/Stingray/ENU/?guid=__stingray_help_cinematics_storyEd
_hotkeys_html
Recommended FBX Settings:
http://help.autodesk.com/view/Stingray/ENU/?guid=__stingray_help_importing_assets_r
ecommended_fbx_html
This stuff is great! Where can I get it?
Autodesk Live Free Trial
http://www.autodesk.com/products/live/free-trial
Autodesk Stingray Free Trial
http://www.autodesk.com/products/stingray/free-trial
Revit Live Addin
https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT/en/Detail/Index?id=4179124637618846903&appLang=e
n&os=Win64&searchbreadcrumb=https://apps.autodesk.com/All/en/List/Search?isAppS
earch=True&searchboxstore=All&facet=&collection=&sort=&query=live
iOS Live Viewer App
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/autodesk-live-viewer/id1123145477?ls=1&mt=8
Are there pre-made examples I can take a look at?
Live Viewer Samples
http://area.autodesk.com/LIVE-samples
Stingray Project Examples
https://creativemarket.com/apps/stingray/examples
https://creativemarket.com/apps/stingray/gamekits
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Known Limitations/ Issues
Live
Collaboration for Revit (C4R) projects currently can’t publish to the cloud service.
Opening a detached copy will let you use the service though.
While linked files will publish to Live, lights placed in linked models will not function and
give off light. If you copy them to the main model the lights will work.
There currently are some texture alignment issues that are currently being worked on
Stingray to Live process
These aspects are currently not supported; Light baking, Stories, triggered events from a
keyboard or character trigger. Events triggered from the Level Loaded or Level Update
are supported.
Stingray
Folder and file name lengths for projects and content; fully qualified names must be less
than 260 characters and the directory name must be less than 248 characters
If you are using an older version of Stingray to work with Live exports, you may notice all
your windows being solid grey when opening. While this is fixed in later versions, the
older releases will need you to use the “Reset Layout” tool from the window pulldown to
wake your UI up.
When switching to a view from a Revit model, there is the change the compiler will
crash. This can be avoided if the cameras parameters are updated to change the views
fov from 0.
Lights don’t use the photometric data, only standard lights. This post goes over it, and
has a script for changing them
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